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L CLASS OF PROJIICTIVE SPACE CURVES

1. INTRODUCTION

*Ivo theorems soncaraisg the

elating pianos or the iambic

with their points of osculation (I, p. 11$

S, p. 11) 4 cubic sets up, in this manner, a null

WWII in space. Zmt us acre 'morally Wine an n'curve as a

such that* (A) the points of osselation or all ***elating

to the curve through any point are coplanar with the point,

(relating planes of any set of **planar potato or the

*errs are copenctual at a point on their piano An 11401.11111, theu.

also sots up a null *pose, end the *misted cubic is a

particular n-curve.

Mo propose, in following briefly to study *.curves and

their projective and triad properties. NO

ysis, using -homogeneous *artesian

the most part the notation gill be stand

ard. The, vector product of two vectors ii sieliF, and the deter*

*ingot of throe motors i4 however, will be designated by

Iiis-#1 and i, respectively.



vector I will be considered as en orderd stet of

number* 1 Gan, depending en eon *noes let u dot ins either a

point or a direction. We shall, then., often speak of the point

retetion I, thus identifying the point or the direo.

vector represeststiono Ban will be consistently

distinguish vectors from seal

2. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SATISFIED BY AN n-cuirs

Consider an ourve represented by the parametric venter

equation igt null System set up by this amour**,

the tangent lines to the urve are self -oorresponding

Therefore these tangent linos belong to a nonepeeiel linear eon*

pl (2, p* 488) Jo, the six (non-hensgeneous) Plucker line

eaordinates of the tangent at point it may be taken as

(1) I iiTc' I

where the prima. indiests differentiation with respect to to

Since the lines belong to a linear complex, the silt coordins

(1) nLst satiety a linear relation* That is, we mast have eenm*

stoat vectors i* **di such that

(X)

Since the linear

(a)

is non-speeial we also 2 p*

0, 1,10.

define any *um satisfying a differential



a unit vootors According:14s vs oball howl/forth assume

tha 411

ALENCE OF TES CLASS OF V2$

AND MIS CUSS OF no.CURTSS

We haws roady ostablish44

VISORS*1. An curve is an a-ourvo.

Ors rewriting ( )

(011 To)it us 0 ice

ail° I 1 la 0.

*onside po nti on the our's. Then the eqiiiattoa of the

osculating plane at is (16 p. 29

* ,r1
If this is pass through the point we inns

1-0 771 - --*).1

rostriotion S to be

gensra1itin taking

14 now

TIMM 2 is AU ne.eurved,
+WOW* WS*.

Differentia (2) vs get

(4) i.in.



(p -:i) (If4 I = I- y

is" =
Bence points on the ourvs *hose osculating planes pass through

the point p *net satisfy the equation

passes through the paint p.

in a point Y. Than we have, beeause of (5)

Y;i4 1
0.

Thus we see that the point j lies in the plums

w' it" I sa

which Is the osculating plane at This es

0*

toblioltos property CO«

it this plane out the curve

property (

(e) 4' 41).1

whioh is plane tWrmaghj4

Next consider the plans

flax

k be the veetor and scalar, respectively, 'mob that

11,71+ War ki, kb.

Than an alternative form for the plane )

(1.§$11 +1).4 al'ai Os



This is obvious geom. risally, for osoulating planes, soros

tual p antis, and coplanar points proj t into osoulating planes,

ooponetaal pianos, and osplanor points.

The theirs* nay also be established snalytisally by t.
inn the differential equation (2) to a genera/ orojestive trans'

formation. Consider, for sample, the projoctive transformations

(a)

mhe A is a non-a

SO*

THUM 3 The null s atom is set an intinit

of n.ourves.

140017 broil the **lotions of the diffarantial.nut 0 (

OR 4 ola a of ali ncurvesro oetivol lavas.

4. SOU PROJBCTIVE PROPUTIES OF nm.CURVIC3

Substituting (8) and I

(1°)

4)2

in (2) we obtain

(Ysii)($7'

(i44) ( i.i) 0.#

rix, i sad"; are veotors, end a is a

ogis*A) )CiA,



we obtain

wher A* denotes the transpose ot A,itte hey*

(11) Fiyort i.A, i.A,-374 a V IA if*
+ 1

* I I +

Substituting (11) 10) we then boys (6* p* 76)

e Iff-irs I - I 14 **el14' I

[If olio i4*]

I -ir Tv

rejected ourve is sloe so ui.onrTe,

A)*

*A.



DEF/NITION. A point i and the plane P oent14g the

ints or cumulation of the osculating planes through it will

b kuoleA as corresponding 222e! and polar for the soweurvis*

MORN 5* Colltnenr poles eorrevend te *axe

and oonversel*.

Consider two points and-* Then any point

be taken

TA '11 &P

of it is

with' sad

By (0
04+ bit II+ (At+ bYil*a

= a[31-0,11 14i]

once, if the poles are collinear, the polars are

versing the steps establishes the oonverse*

DEFINITION* The lime joining two poles, and the line of

intersection or corresponding polars, will be known es a pair

of polar lines of the no.ourve. The tangent lines of the curve

are self-oorresponding polar lines* The tangent lines, however,

are not the only sele-oorresponding polar lines* In this mom-

neetion wet have



TIMM 6. A 111100111111r7 and suffieient coo

no determined by two kointil and be self-polar, is that

I -is-15 a.« -10)

Form plan* of

if the line dote

Mat pass through.

°int

T?ell

true, then, by rev. tog the stops. no

SOO that lies on the polar of p. Similarly* we OSA show

that II lies lar plan. of. This insures that the line
determined by and is golf-polar,

have innidentally proved

OREM Tsif the polar plane. of point Rosso* throu

rat!: la nt of passes. through point I, and

the lino dat.zain.4 ta points i and - is self-22.1±.r,

THBMEM 1 a pointon n.ou

letini plan!, urve at that point.

y andsTi.is self-polar, then this plane

will haw.

Ii '4 is)-01
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Since the polar p

(1.1 ro)

LPhii

* and

where k is a constant ot proportionality. Dotting )rough by r

we find that k 1. Ilene*

q ilgt 0.

Thus the line joining the points and is parallel to the dirt*

tion r. This proves the theorem.

TESOREM 10. Wary linehaving the direction F is a diamete

Let ft and be any two points on a line having direction Tr.

have

4' 24' li;il 1.

and are

t follow' that these planes are parallel. Therefore the polar line

the line joining and is at infinity. That in the line joins,

tag and is a diameter.

THEM= 11. The disat.rItme the point lisi I riven-
dioular to the planes through whose poles it passes.

For the normal to the polar plane of oint

10

Dino, these p1 t be parallel we have



of th tang

II0011

fixeds..,...subitst line

axis

the axis, et 6 be the angle, of inclination

r all tangents to the curve,

line, p tan is eonstiant then the

for axis,

h the point I oil

through the point ii and

Therefore, by solid analytic geometry* Imo have (4, p.SS)

g tsz 0at 3..14 a oonstant. Conversely, if for sone fixed straish

direction -V.

(i;i)i

(11.iSing.thedireetion of the normal 140 Parallel to

ien 1, the theorem Is established*

DE N ?ION. eu1sr diameter of .oram 11 loin be

the axis

=mat 12. All the n-curves.mt14111 l121E the ame nul

siyotoz,4 hare the same exist.

Namely the line through the Ii,jI and having direction

r.

TifilaitNii 1 Let di horteat distance of a.taugent of
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where 1.L. is se oonstant. That is, we have

17.-iaTi 1 .= (kV- if).itt

sits - V.41A Sires Ii,iz 1,1,14 I thsQrents established

tiBOREit 14. A crcu1a2' helix
**MOW

of its cylinder fo axis.

This ii an issediste oonaaqunee

oren 13.

*pa ion (2) and passinig thronh the sane zalp.fi have the seas

torsion and the same osculatinc plane at that point..In fast,

the torsion is pro,pertional to the ,square of the sine of the mral

the axis and the *omen oseulatini plane.

If the torsion is d sled by T we have (3, p

THEUREK 15. All u-eurves otitis

p tan 9

eonstant of

f the converse part

differential

by ).

(14) 11*,-it k I I



vbere k Is fester ot proportionality. Thorofare

(tie-

That is

la )/tt: * )0(

Vi0i4it I

(from the derivetive

rit friel

(is) ( l k *

Substituting (14) and (is) in (13) we find

I )

ofAt. ) of;i1

pending only on 1; and i. This shows that all the

n-curves satisfying the differential equation (2) and passing

through the sane paint I haws the sine torsion there. That all

the n-curves have the ems osculating plane at follows fret

timorous

Let L be the angle, between the axle and the emote* oe

trig plane at I of all the n-curves through I. Than

[17.111



[i.( t )12

(17i.it -

( . -i)T,

This proves the last part of the theorem.

ThOR 16. Take nt 2.12A 0 in space. Let P bemt point

an a-curve and let OT of unit length be lerallel. to the

gent at P. Then there exist fixed points, R, V eh that U.

tetrahedra TROF and TUOV b&ve the same volume.

Choose 0 aa origin of coordinates and take arc-length as

parameter for the n-curve. Thenel have vonstant vectors i" and

- such that

I,pt at -11.i. mit' mx

Choose any tic eonstsuat vectors ii and such that I lii.i .

Than we have

icteit sz 1,

rem,



°artesian coordinates

whore and h are arbitrary scalar function srameterh

.st constant vectors.

differential equation of the urve be

iforiaV1

us rotate the coordinate axes so that the i
the positive x-axis, and the point fon the xyw

rential equation then takes the form

1(Y di dY) a dn n dY
rewrite in the form

45ips - 3 p

(20) = g(t),

NTEORATIO OP mI DIPFBRENTIAL EQUOION

VI proceed, now, to in differential equation

(2) thus finding the general a We will obtain

( 7) i(gh'



who e vectors,

p gh' 2hg'

+ (gPAT)

gr A hi

2 -

211,g6 Ass',

h Ape,

* homogeneous coordjamt.a of the n are

(gbi/ tlig&

mh',

2pmg',

Scowls* of theorem 4 the houoen.ue coordinates of the points

on the n-ourve in general position, nay be obtained by subjecting

equations (23) to a general linear transformation. Thus let

4, 1.1 +

four oanponente.
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